CST wishes

our community
a peaceful,

healthy & safe
New Year

It is CST’s mission to protect our Jewish communities

a neo-Nazi. Using a homemade gun, he tried and

up and down the country. We are committed to you,

failed to enter the synagogue, but did kill a passer-by

and ensuring your security, so that Jewish life can

and a customer at a nearby kebab shop. It was the

continue to exist and thrive in the UK.

cooperation of the congregants and shul staff, simply
properly closing the door behind them, that saved the

The past year has been filled with challenges, both

lives of those inside the service.

individual and collective. The pandemic has touched
all of our lives, some in deeply tragic ways. The

CST is here to protect you and facilitate the flourishing
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of Jewish life. This works best when you work with us.

community – the networks that can make the most

Please be mindful of basic security procedures and

difficult and uncertain of times more bearable – has

of our many dedicated volunteers who are devoting

been removed. Where there is crisis, anger and blame

their time and efforts to ensure our safety, allowing us

follow, often directed at Jewish people. Now that we

to spend the High Holy Days in peace. We wish you a

can gather together once again, CST is here to make

safe, happy New Year, and a meaningful fast.

sure it happens safe from prejudice and physical harm.
Please consider volunteering for CST or donating
We wish that the security we provide were not
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necessary, but sadly terrorism, although rare, is a
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